Over the course of history, human beings have never stopped seeking effective methods for information storage. From rocks to paper, and through the past several decades of using computer disks, USB sticks, and on to the thin silicon "chips" and "cloud" storage of today \[[@b1-medscimonit-24-1185],[@b2-medscimonit-24-1185]\], it would seem that we have reached an era of efficiency for managing innumerable and ever-expanding data. Astonishingly, when tracing this technological path, one realizes that our ancient methods of informational storage far outlast paper (10,000 *vs.* 1,000 years, respectively), let alone the computer-based memory devices that only last, on average, 5 to 25 years. During this time of fast-paced information generation, it becomes increasingly difficult for current storage methods to retain such massive amounts of data, and to maintain appropriate speeds with which to retrieve it, especially when in demand by a large number of users.

In this light, our methodological advancements, which become*de facto* outdated and demand newer technologies at an increasing pace, make for poor informational retention/storage, as well as select retrieval. Moreover, the current level of information storage demands greater capacity as time passes. As Extance notes, "counting everything from astronomical images and journal articles to YouTube videos, the global digital archive will hit an estimated 44 trillion gigabytes by 2020, a tenfold increase over 2013. By 2040, if everything were stored for instant access flash memory chips used in memory sticks, the archive would consume 10--100 times the expected supply of microchip-grade silicon" \[[@b3-medscimonit-24-1185]\]. As such, there must be another method to stabilize and economize information storage and retrieval, a potential mechanism that may have been staring us in the face all along.

Recently, Goldman and colleagues proposed that DNA-based information storage provides a way forward for information retention as a result of its temporal stability \[[@b4-medscimonit-24-1185]\]. Indeed, when learning from the past, it is evident that DNA represents a potentially economical and sustainable mechanism for storing information, as demonstrated by its decoding from a 700,000 year-old horse genome \[[@b5-medscimonit-24-1185]\]. The fact that the human genome is present in a cell, containing also the varied mitochondrial genome, indicates DNA's great potential for large data storage in a 'smaller' space while maintaining a high degree of sophisticated modulation \[[@b6-medscimonit-24-1185]\]. The accuracy of biogenetics is the basis of determining bio-similarity in its kind, of which DNA sequence is the core of the process. In contrast, the variety of the biogenetic-related DNA code determines the biodiversity (Dobson & Carper, 1993). For these two distinct pathways, it is the remarkable storage capability of DNA that handles this complicated genetic information through its extremely precise control over -- and fine-tuning of -- the coding and decoding processes. Although the whole coding information that is stored in the genome is kept in a relatively static state, it is ready to use under different physiological environments, coming into effect by cellular specific 'retrieval machinery'. This has recently been demonstrated by encoding a Shakespeare sonnet, including correcting for 'mistakes' \[[@b4-medscimonit-24-1185]\]. Importantly, this ability of DNA to self-correct, removing its errors, can be incorporated into this new technology, as well \[[@b4-medscimonit-24-1185]\]. This provides for a predictable and reliable mechanism for information retention by means of DNA's effective, long-term, and correctable characteristics.

Furthermore, binary code has become the fundamental language of modern computing and information storage since it was first noted by Gottfried Leibniz in 1679 \[[@b7-medscimonit-24-1185]\]. Until 1988, the four base pairs of DNA were transferred into binary code, which appears as though a new information storage method based on DNA would certainly come along \[[@b3-medscimonit-24-1185]\]. It is clear that as this technology develops further, transforming currently-available and proven binary code processes for their counter-parts in, what could be called, "DNA MemoChip technology" (e.g., select information retrieval and DNA strands) will become the basis for stable and efficient long-term information storage. Ensuring that progress is made in this arena is only a matter of substantial initial expenditure \[[@b3-medscimonit-24-1185],[@b8-medscimonit-24-1185]\]. Even if this "DNA MemoChip" technology is a promising way forward for managing and storing enormous amounts of information in the future, there still exist a significant number of technological challenges that will need to overcome. One key issue concerns the 'sandwich-like' spiral structure of DNA, which can foster "DNA MemoChip" capabilities in retaining information via binary coding system; however, its secondary and tertiary structures condensing the whole genetic information into a tiny space will be essential to mimic in order to maximize storage volume and, yet, minimize the storage space needed.

Another pivotal aspect of this potential "DNA MemoChip" relates to information retrieval. With respect to how DNA information is -- and has been -- stored, information retrieval has always been a time relative consuming process, and a case-sensitive process that unfolds in an on-demand manner. Accordingly, how can we retrieve information from these chips within seconds without errors, and present it on our computer monitors precisely? Although the retrieval techniques utilized in "cloud" storage may provide answers, it is hard to be used by individuals flexibly anytime and anywhere. Therefore, it can be argued that using a chip reader is the next, logical step to be explored, including the possibility that it becomes compatible with personal smart devices, such as our phones and tablets. Here, we could be carrying around all the information we may possibly need in portable 'super libraries'; the vehicles through which this information is accessed may change with technology, but the mechanism for storage and retrieval remain the same.

This DNA informational storage and select retrieval technology, which we are calling the "DNA MemoChip", represents a giant step in meeting our technological and informational demands, which simultaneously will transform the field. Indeed, future generations will benefit from a common storage process that can withstand obsolescence, which up until now, has been understood as inevitable.
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